Your pocket travel assistant
Sam

Search for Sam:

Managing the travel plans
of one individual can be
difficult enough, but coordinating travel plans for
whole teams of people can
be complicated - especially
when unforeseen and
unexpected issues arise.

Glad to tell you
that George has
just landed

Thanks to Sam for Travel
Arrangers, travel management
can be hassle-free.

Are you ready
for the new age?

Sam knows

What does
Sam do?

seamless support

The app - available from the App Store and
Google Play - will seamlessly support anyone
responsible for travel itineraries, meeting
bookings, appointment scheduling or the general
well-being and safety of a CEO, entire
department or any number of single employees
from offices around the world.
Whether it is for one or 1000+ travellers, those
working as a travel arranger, executive assistant,
meeting scheduler or security manager, for
example, can use the app to oversee where
their travellers are or are meant to be - and
then instantly help them when a problem
occurs, often before they become aware of the
issue themselves.

How does
Sam do it?

When a flight is suddenly delayed or cancelled
Sam will automatically alert the traveller and
tells the travel arranger and wider team too!
By linking them to that traveller’s itinerary
through a download of the app on their own
phone, they can reschedule that meeting before
it even becomes a problem.

Max's flight has been
delayed by 40 minutes!

Great, I'll reschedule
his meeting so he
doesn't miss it!

smarter technology

The power of technology is changing the very
nature of corporate travel. Sam is designed to
incorporate the most important features that a
traveller and a travel arranger needs.

A.I
Travel Bot

Sam knows

Sam

Sam

informed

responsive

Sam gives you live
updates

Sam alerts you
to issues

Sam knows

Sam

connected

confident

Sam connects you
to your travellers

Sam gives you
peace of mind

Sam for Travel Arranger

Sam for Travel Arrangers really does take care of
everything from within the app. It can be used to:
Show each traveller’s flight plans and
automatically alert the travel manager to any
substantial delays or cancellations
Allow anyone overseeing a traveller to check
whether they have remembered to book a
hotel room or car transfer if they had
promised to do so

Send messages to each traveller and anyone
who looks after them about important
destination information as well as any changes
or problems arising
Mark specific trips as personal so a traveller
can use Sam’s helpful features when on holiday
but without any oversight or assistance from
their company

Confidence for travellers

Travel Arrangers can use Sam to send
updated documents and information straight
to their traveller’s version of the app meaning
everything could be solved before the
traveller has time to realise there was a
problem.

Thanks to Sam for Travel Arrangers, those
travelling on business can be safe in the
knowledge that their trip will be simple and
hassle-free because somebody they trust
from their own wider team will always be on
hand to hear about a problem and take care
of it should one occur.

